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Tim Zinn (Michael Baker) opened the meeting and welcomed attendees to the Merchant Street Bridge Project
Consulting Party Meeting No. 1. He requested that the attendees sign in and obtain a copy of the meeting handout
(process flowchart) and the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) concurrence letter on
identification of historic properties dated November 8, 2019. Following the welcome, Mr. Zinn introduced the
project team and consulting parties.
Presentation:
The following meeting notes record questions and comments from attendees and indicate at which point in the
presentation they were received. For a summary of the meeting, please review the corresponding presentation
included in Attachment B.
Pennsylvania History Code Consultation (using Section 106 procedures)
• Cheryl Nagle (PA SHPO) discussed the National Park Service guidelines used for determining significance
(National Register eligibility). Ms. Nagle indicated that historic resources that are important for local history
still must be assessed by the National Park Service (NPS) standards. Ms. Nagle also clarified that just
because a property was not considered eligible does not mean that the property is not important.
• Barbara Talerico (RP3) inquired about how the project will comply with the City of Pittsburgh’s Historic
Review Commission (HRC) process. Jesse Belfast (Michael Baker) replied that the Pennsylvania State History
Code process should be complete before beginning the HRC process. This is for two reasons. First, the HRC
prefers that the project design elements are vetted by the Pennsylvania History Code consultation process
before the City completes its review. Second, HRC review cannot occur until a preferred alternative is
selected and the design is sufficiently advanced to provide a high level of detail.
• Glenn Olcerst (RP3) asked what happens if there is “failure to agree” related to adverse effects at the
bottom of the Section 106 flowchart. Tim Zinn (Michael Baker) explained that, while under the federal
Section 106 process the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation would issue comment to the lead agency,
under Pennsylvania History Code consultation, there is no third party analogous to the Advisory Council to
mediate. PennDOT and SHPO legal counsel may intervene if there is failure to agree. Cheryl Nagle (PA
SHPO) stated that this rarely happens and that the process almost always results in the creation of an
agreement document (if there is an adverse effect) pertaining to the resolution of adverse effects to historic
properties. Ms. Nagle noted that there will be several meetings and discussions and we (project team and
agencies) will follow all appropriate steps and involve all appropriate parties to exchange ideas and
concerns. She offered that if anyone believes their concerns (specifically related to historic preservation)
are not being considered, they should contact PA SHPO or PennDOT.
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Lynne Lehrer (Representative from D.L. Clark Building) requested an email list for the consulting parties and
team members in case there was a question.
Barbara Talerico (RP3) asked how the boundaries of the APE were determined. Tim Zinn (Michael Baker)
explained that the nature of the project is considered, and the area is defined to capture the direct and
indirect effects of the proposed project, including any visual, auditory, secondary, or cumulative effects.
Barbara Talerico (RP3) asked if APEs are delineated according to any written guidelines or whether it is
subjective. Cheryl Nagle (PA SHPO) responded that there are no regulatory guidelines and they are
somewhat subjective. The sponsoring agency identifies the APE and PA SHPO concurs. She also noted that
since the Merchant Street Bridge Project is for the rehabilitation or replacement of an existing bridge over
a depressed road corridor, the bridge could be rehabilitated or replaced without far-reaching visual effects
and the APE could be kept small.
Cheryl Nagle (PA SHPO) clarified that National Register listed and eligible properties are treated the same
under the Pennsylvania History Code.

Discussion related to Merchant Street Bridge Project Eligibility and Historic Properties in APE
• John DeSantis (Property Owner) commented on the determination that the bridge is not individually eligible
for the NRHP, stating that fewer and fewer bridges of this once-common type of rail bridge remain and that
if they continue to be removed the type may become of increasing significance as it becomes rarer. Mr.
DeSantis also noted that the design of the rehabilitation or replacement for the bridge should retain the
appearance of the original bridge and be rehabilitated or replaced with a similar structure type.
• Frank Stroker (PHLF) asked about potential impacts to the viewshed of D.L. Clark Building. Tim Zinn (Michael
Baker) responded that the bridge is planned to be rehabilitated or replaced in the same location so there
would not be a significant difference in the viewshed from the Clark Building.
• Lynne Lehrer (Representative from D.L. Clark Building) asked about the vertical clearance because there are
trucks that get stuck under the bridge on a regular basis. Tim Zinn (Michael Baker) responded that we were
working with the City to increase the vertical clearance by lowering the road and the discussions are in
progress.
HBRA
• Lynne Lehrer (Representative from D. L. Clark Building) suggested brighter lighting should be added under
bridge. Jesse Belfast (Michael Baker) noted that this request will be taken into consideration. [Note: one
of the existing light fixtures is burned out.]
• John DeSantis (Property Owner) asked that the HBRA review the alternatives to provide background for the
rehabilitation option. Cheryl Nagle (PA SHPO) said bridge analysis will have rehabilitation alternatives
provided.
• Glenn Olcerst (RPs) asked where the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation are located.
Jesse Belfast (Michael Baker) noted that the Standards are located on the web and a link will be provided
in the minutes.
[Follow up: Link to SOI Standards https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/rehabilitation/rehab/stand.htm ]
• Glenn Olcerst (RP3) asked if the presentation could be provided to CPs. Tim Zinn (Michael Baker) said it
would be made available. See attachment B.
• Lynne Lehrer (Representative from D.L. Clark Building) asked about narrowing Merchant Street under the
bridge. Jesse Belfast (Michael Baker) responded that it is anticipated that the width would be reduced by
approx. 6”+/- to provide for pier bent foundation strengthening and repair if the street grade is lowered to
increase vertical clearance.
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John DeSantis (Property Owner) asked if there was an alternative for keeping the bridge elements that are
intact but with replacement of the deteriorated portions. He suggested that a replica option should be
considered because the bridge is a contributing element of the corridor and therefore should be replaced
in kind to maintain the historic integrity of the corridor. Jesse Belfast (Michael Baker) indicated that the
alternatives considered phasing and modern construction practices. In addition, a bridge replica is a
reconstruction rather than a rehabilitation alternative, so it is not typically presented in the HBRA.
Reconstruction can be explored when replacement alternatives are evaluated, though this approach
generally does not comply with SOI Standards, which recommend that new construction be a product of its
own time.
Glenn Olcerst (RP3) asked about the duration of construction for rehabilitation versus replacement. Jesse
Belfast (Michael Baker) indicated that due to the phasing, it would be about the same.
Glenn Olcerst (RP3) asked about effects to Allegheny Commons. Jesse Belfast (Michael Baker) responded
that this will be evaluated as part of the analysis of project effects.
Frank Stroker (PHLF) asked who is responsible for the fencing and the walls. Rudy Husband (Norfolk
Southern) noted that there is an ongoing discussion between the City and Norfolk Southern related to
ownership. Jesse Belfast (Michael Baker) clarified that ownership does not impact eligibility or the
resources’ status as contributors to the Allegheny Commons Historic District.
John DeSantis (Property Owner) asserted that the fencing is a contributing feature of Allegheny Commons,
so whoever replaces it should go through the HRC process.

Next Steps
Tim Zinn (Michael Baker) presented a tentative schedule for the compliance process. Following the meeting, the
project team will prepare minutes to send to consulting parties. The team requests that CPs submit comments on
the Identification of Historic Properties Report and the Draft HBRA Report by December 4.
Consulting Meeting #2 is planned for winter 2019-2020 during, which alternatives and anticipated effects on historic
properties will be presented and discussed.
Consulting Party Meeting #3 will focus on the resolution of adverse effects on historic properties and the creation
of a memorandum of agreement (MOA) as warranted.
Contacts
Tim Zinn (Michael Baker) provided contact information for contact phone number for Rudy Husband (Norfolk
Southern) and the project email for CPs to submit comments and questions. NSPghMerchant@gmail.com
Glenn Olcerst (RP3) inquired about the under clearance at the Merchant Street Bridge and if Norfolk Southern had
an agreement with the City for this. Rudy Husband responded that Norfolk Southern and the City are working to
address the clearance matters at Merchant Street, but the focus of this meeting was on compliance with the
Pennsylvania History Code.
The information presented in these minutes represents the author’s interpretation and understanding of the
discussions during the meeting. Any clarifications or corrections to these minutes are to be provided to the author
at NSPghMerchant@gmail.com by December 11. No response implies that information presented is agreed to and
recipients have no objection as written.
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ATTACHMENT A
Consulting Party Meeting 1 Sign-In Sheets
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ATTACHMENT B
Consulting Party Meeting 1 Presentation
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Norfolk Southern
Merchant Street Bridge Project
Consulting Party Meeting 1

November 20, 2019

Purpose of
Meeting

Seek comments on the
identification of historic
properties.
Seek comments on the draft
Historic Bridge Rehabilitation
Analysis (HBRA).

Introductions
Project Description
Project Purpose and Need
Pennsylvania History Code
Section 106 Process
Studies and Reports

Agenda

Who are Consulting Parties and What is their Role?
Terms and Definitions
Historic Properties Identified within the Area of Potential Effects
Discussion on Historic Properties
Draft HBRA Report for Merchant Street Bridge
Discussion on Draft HBRA Report
Next Steps

INTRODUCTIONS

Norfolk Southern Railway Company (Norfolk Southern)
• Rudy Husband, Resident Vice President

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT)
• Mark Young, District 11‐0 Environmental Planning Manager
• David Anthony, District 11‐0 Historic Preservation Specialist

Introductions

Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO)
• Cheryl Nagle, Historic Preservation Specialist/Reviewer (Western Region)

Michael Baker International, Inc. (Michael Baker)
•
•
•
•
•

Kirsten Bowen, Project Manager
Amy Pinizzotto, NEPA Lead
Clayton Fisher, Bridge Lead
Jesse Belfast, Architectural Historian
Timothy Zinn, Historic Preservation Lead

Historic Preservation Organizations
• Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Office, Cheryl Nagle
• Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation, Frank Stroker
• Preservation Pittsburgh, Matthew Falcone

Neighborhood Organizations

Consulting
Parties to
Date

• Allegheny Towne Corporation (Foster Square), George Kenderes
• Allegheny West Civic Council, Thomas Barbush
• Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy, Susan Rademacher
• Rail Pollution Protection Pittsburgh (RP3), Glenn Olcerst, Barbara Talerico

Local Government
• City of Pittsburgh, Department of City Planning,
Sarah Quinn, Sharon Spooner, Stephanie Joy Everette
• City of Pittsburgh, Department of Mobility and Infrastructure,
Karina Ricks
• Pittsburgh City Council, District 1, The Honorable Darlene Harris

State Government
• Pennsylvania House of Representatives, District 19,
The Honorable Jake Wheatley, Jr.

Property Owners
• Lynne S. Leher, Lacey Russell, 501 Martindale Associates, LP (D.L. Clark
Building)
• John DeSantis, 719 Brighton Road

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Project Description
Norfolk Southern, in cooperation with
the PennDOT, proposes to replace or
rehabilitate the ca. 1905 Merchant
Street Bridge. The bridge carries the
Pittsburgh Line, also known as the Fort
Wayne Line, rail corridor over Merchant
Street, in the North Side, City of
Pittsburgh.

The Merchant Street Bridge was
constructed ca. 1905 and carries four
active railroad tracks with capacity to
carry up to 70 trains per day.
Extensive steel corrosion is present within the through
girders, cross girder and columns comprising the
intermediate pier, as well as throughout the riveted trough
system. These conditions will be considered safety
concerns within a few years and may pose a safety hazard
to the railroad and the traveling public and a potential
liability to other transportation entities (e.g., City of
Pittsburgh, Allegheny County) if not addressed. Current
and future rail traffic depends upon the ability to utilize the
Pittsburgh Line in order to maintain connectivity along a
major east‐west rail mainline.

PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED

The purpose of the Merchant Street Bridge Project is
to maintain safe interstate freight rail operations
along the Pittsburgh Line to continue the efficient
transportation of goods between Chicago and the
New York/New Jersey commercial markets.

Project
Purpose

The bridge structure has reached the end of its useful
life and engineering inspections have identified a
need to address these problems in order to maintain
safe interstate rail transportation along the Pittsburgh
Line.
The bridge carrying the Pittsburgh Line over Merchant
Street has safety deficiencies that pose risks to
current and forecasted rail traffic increases
throughout the United States and within Pennsylvania
in particular.

Project Need

A: Safety and Reliability: The Merchant Street Bridge has safety
and reliability problems due to its deteriorated condition due to
extensive steel corrosion within the cross girders and columns
composing the intermediate pier as well as throughout the
riveted trough system. The superstructure’s poor condition may
pose a safety hazard to the railroad and the traveling public and
could cause injuries or property damage. Failures could lead to
interruption of roadway travel and an interruption of interstate
transportation. The Merchant Street Bridge in its current
condition will not be able to accommodate the expected
substantial increase in freight demand through 2045 predicted
by federal and state freight rail transportation studies.
B: Facility Deficiencies: Structurally deficient structures become
less effective and more expensive to maintain or repair as their
conditions worsen. The current poor condition of the Merchant
Street Bridge has led to increased maintenance actions, with
additional substantial maintenance necessary if the structure
remains active and in service. These maintenance activities
eventually will require more frequent interruptions on the
Pittsburgh Line to allow for more extensive maintenance repairs,
thus causing significant disruption to interstate commerce on the
busiest corridor between the Midwest and the east coast.

PENNSYLVANIA HISTORY CODE

Pennsylvania
History Code

The Pennsylvania History Code (Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania Act No. 1978‐273 (as amended as Act No.
1988‐72), as codified at Title 37 of the Pennsylvania
Code, 37 Pa.C.S. § 101 et seq.) is the applicable state
law and applies to the following types of projects:
• Projects on Commonwealth land or involving
Commonwealth property;
• Projects requiring state licensing or permitting or
[financed in whole or in part using state funds]; or
• Projects being undertaken by Commonwealth
agencies or instrumentalities of the state.
To ensure consistency for projects with both federal
and state involvement, PA SHPO recommends
following the Section 106 consultation process in the
review of state actions. PennDOT and PA SHPO have a
Memorandum of Understanding (2011) that requires
PennDOT to fulfill its obligations under the
Pennsylvania History Code by following similar
procedures to what it uses to comply with Section 106
consultation for Federal Highway Administration
(Federal‐Aid) projects in Pennsylvania.

SECTION 106 PROCESS

Section 106/
Pennsylvania
History Code
Flow Chart

STUDIES AND REPORTS

PA SHPO Project Review Form and Determination
of Area of Potential Effects, Identification of
Previously Recorded Historic Resources, and
Identification of Historic‐Age Resources (Final,
May 2018)

Studies and
Reports

Identification of Historic Properties Report (Final,
September 2019)
Historic Bridge Rehabilitation Analysis Report for
the Merchant Street Bridge (Final, January 2020)
Determination of Effect Report (Draft, Est. Winter
2019‐2020)
Memorandum of Agreement (Draft, Est. Spring
2020)

WHO ARE CONSULTING PARTIES?
WHAT ARE THEIR ROLES?

Under Section 106, lead agencies are required to
consider the effects of their undertakings on
historic properties in consultation with historic
preservation stakeholders.

Consultation

The implementing regulations for Section 106
(36 CFR Part 800) define consultation as the
process of “seeking, discussing, and considering
the views of other participants, and where
feasible, seeking agreement with them regarding
matters arising in the Section 106 process” (36
CFR Part 800.16(f)).

Participants in the Process
The implementing regulations of Section 106
identify those organizations that are entitled to
participate as consulting parties, which include
the following:
• State Historic Preservation Officer
(PA SHPO)
• Local Governments–Representatives of the
local government(s) with jurisdiction over
the area(s) in which the effects of an
undertaking may occur (City of
Pittsburgh).
• Applicants for Assistance, Permits,
Licenses, and/or Other Approvals
(Norfolk Southern)

Participants in the Process (Cont’d)
• Additional Consulting Parties—certain
individuals and organizations with a
demonstrated interest in the undertaking due
to the nature of their legal or economic
relation to the undertaking or affected
properties, or their concern with the
undertaking’s effects on historic properties.
• Public—invited by the agency to be a
consulting party.

Roles of
Consulting
Parties

Consulting party status entitles the participant to share its
views, receive and review pertinent information, offer
ideas, and consider possible solutions together with the
lead agency and other consulting parties.
By participating as a consulting party on a transportation
project, your input will be considered early in the design
process and may affect the treatment of historic properties.
Consulting parties will be informed of steps in the Section
106 process and your comments will be considered during
the project development process.

Provide input and comments on:

•Findings and determinations,

Roles of
Consulting
Parties

•NRHP eligible resources,

•Project’s effects on historic properties,

•Measures to avoid, minimize, or mitigate adverse effects, and
•Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) may result if adverse cannot be
avoided. Consulting parties may be invited to sign the MOA if tasked with
specific mitigation commitments (required signatory) or to document
participation in the process (optional signatory).

Electronic postings of project documents on
Norfolk Southern website.

Consulting
Party
Document
Sharing
System

30‐day consulting party review period begins
when documents are uploaded to website and
notifications are sent to consulting parties.

Consulting parties may submit written
comments electronically or by U.S. mail.

Consulting parties may request hard copies of
documents.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Area of
Potential
Effects (APE)

the APE is “the geographic area or areas
within which an undertaking may
directly or indirectly cause alterations in
the character or use of historic
properties, if any such properties exist.
The area of potential effects is
influenced by the scale and nature of an
undertaking and may be different for
different kinds of effects caused by the
undertaking”

Historic
Resource

Historic district, site, building, structure,
or object 50 years of age or older that has
not been evaluated for the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP).

Historic
Property

Any prehistoric or historic district, site,
building, structure, or object included in ,
or eligible for inclusion in, the NRHP.

The National Register Criteria for Evaluation:

National
Register
Eligibility =
Significance +
Integrity

Criterion A: Properties that are associated with one or more events that
have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.

Criterion B: Properties that are associated with individuals whose specific
contributions to history can be identified and documented.

Criterion C: Properties that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, or method of construction, or that represent the work of a master,
or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.

Criterion D: Properties that have yielded or may be likely to yield
information important in history or prehistory.

The National Register Aspects of Integrity:
Location,
Design,

Integrity

Setting,
Materials,
Workmanship,
Feeling, and
Association

HISTORIC PROPERTIES IDENTIFIED
WITHIN THE
MERCHANT STREET BRIDGE APE

Historic Properties
The Identification of Historic Properties Report
(Eligibility Report) is available on the Norfolk
Southern website:
http://www.nscorp.com/content/nscorp/en/in‐
your‐community/the‐pittsburgh‐vertical‐
clearance‐projects.html

Merchant Street
Bridge APE

Previously Recorded Historic Resources within the Project APE

Resource Name

Location

CRGIS #

NRHP Status

Pennsylvania Railroad: Main Line
(Pittsburgh to Ohio State Line)

RR ROW within the APE

112372

Eligible (09‐14‐93)

Allegheny Commons Historic District

Approximately bounded by
Brighton Rd., W. North Ave.,
Cedar Ave., South Commons,
and Ridge Ave.

086811

Listed (09‐17‐13)

Newly Identified Historic Resources within the Project APE

Resource Name

Location

CRGIS #

NRHP Eligibility Recommendation

Pennsylvania Railroad: Main Line
(Pittsburgh to Ohio State Line):
Bridge (Merchant Street)

Not individually eligible;
Pennsylvania
Contributes to NRHP‐eligible RR corridor historic district
Railroad Main Line To be
SHPO: No response on individual eligibility
over Merchant
Assigned
SHPO Concurrence: Contributes to an eligible railroad corridor
Street
historic district

Contributing
Features of the
Railroad
Corridor
Historic District
Identified
within the
Project APE
SHPO Concurrence: Eligible 11‐08‐2019

Contributing
Features of the
Allegheny
Commons
Historic District
Identified
within the
Project APE

DISCUSSION
Other Historic Properties
in the APE

DRAFT HBRA REPORT
MERCHANT STREET BRIDGE

Goal is to avoid or minimize
project effects to the Merchant
Street Bridge by considering
whether the bridge can be made
adequate through rehabilitation.

What is an
HBRA?

Key questions are whether
rehabilitation can meet the
project purpose and need and
whether bridge rehabilitation can
comply with the SOI Standards.

Secretary of
the Interior’s
(SOI) Standards
for the
Treatment of
Historic
Properties:
Rehabilitation
(abbreviated)

The removal of historic materials or alteration of features
and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.
Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques
or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property
shall be preserved.

Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than
replaced. Where severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new features shall
match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual
qualities and, where possible, materials.

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new
construction shall not destroy historic materials that
characterize the property. The new work shall be
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with
the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to
protect the historic integrity of the property and its
environment.

• Ca. 1900 to early 1910s the Pittsburgh,
Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway undertook
a multimillion dollar grade‐separation
project at its termini in Allegheny City
and Chicago.
• Merchant Street Bridge was a
component of this project.
• Improvements within the vicinity of the
Merchant Street Bridge were generally
constructed between 1902 and 1906.
• The Pittsburgh Division of the American
Bridge Company designed the Merchant
Street Bridge in 1902.

Bridge History

• The abutments and retaining walls were
designed by the Chief Engineer’s Office
of the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne, & Chicago
Railway.

Bridge Description

• Two‐span superstructure consists
of two, skewed, built‐up, riveted
steel through girders with a
ballast‐deck composed of a
riveted steel trough system.
• Varies in length from about 55 to
62 feet and varies in width from
about 116 to 124 feet.
• Substructure consists of
sandstone masonry abutments
and one intermediate steel pier.
• The steel pier is comprised of six
riveted, built‐up cross‐girders and
seven built‐up columns, with
riveted lattice bracing, set on
granite pedestal blocks.

• The bridge is eligible as a contributing
element of the NRHP‐eligible
Pennsylvania Railroad: Main Line
(Pittsburgh to Ohio State Line) railroad
corridor historic district.
• The bridge retains integrity, was
constructed within the line’s 1848‐1958
period of significance, and is historically
associated with the line’s development.
• The bridge is significant for its association
with the line’s development and the
PRR’s efforts to improve the safety and
efficiency by improving grade crossings.
Merchant Street, May 22, 1931

Historic Significance

• The bridge contributes to the significance
of the railroad corridor historic district,
which is significant under National
Register Criteria A and C in the areas of
transportation, economy, and the
development of Pennsylvania’s industries
and communities.
• The bridge is not individually eligible
under NRHP Criterion C, as it does not
possess engineering significance or any
design details of exceptional architectural
or artistic merit.

Character‐Defining
Features
• Character‐defining features are prominent or
distinctive aspects, qualities, or characteristics of a
historic property that contribute significantly to its
physical character.
• Such features may include materials, engineering
design, and structural and decorative details.
• While the historic fabric, including all historic period
materials and physical features of a bridge should be
considered for preservation, character‐defining features
have the highest priority for preservation and are the
most important components of the bridge to consider
during rehabilitation activities.
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Character‐Defining
Features
The primary and most visible character‐defining
features are:
• the bridge’s coursed ashlar sandstone abutments
and retaining walls;
• the riveted, built‐up through girders spanning the
north and south Merchant Street approaches; and
• the riveted, built‐up columns with lattice bracing
and associated cross girders.
The bridge’s secondary character‐defining features
are:
• the decorative iron fence atop the stone retaining
walls adjacent to the bridge; and
• the riveted steel trough floor system (because it is
a primary structural member).

Bridge Condition and Recommended Treatment
Bridge Component

Condition

Recommended Treatment

Masonry Abutments/
Retaining Walls

Fair

• Masonry cleaning and mortar pointing
repairs.

Bridge Condition and Recommended Treatment
Bridge Component

Condition

Recommended Treatment

Pier Bent (cross girders
and columns)

Unsatisfactory
(settlement of one
column
underneath
bridge).

• Encase independent footings at each bent with
reinforced concrete to make one large spread
footing and jack sunken support column to
intended elevation.
• Install concrete crash barrier between and around
pier columns.

Bridge Condition and Recommended Treatment
Bridge
Component

Condition

Pier Bent (cross Unsatisfactory
girders and
(section loss at girder webs
columns)
and bottom flange has
reduced load capacity).

Recommended Treatment
• Add plates to web areas (using button head
bolts).
• Add plates to bottom flanges (using button head
bolts).

Bridge Condition and Recommended Treatment
Bridge
Component

Condition

Recommended Treatment

Riveted
Built‐Up
Through
Girders—
North Girder

Unsatisfactory/Poor (deterioration of
• Replace stiffener angles in kind
primary structural members, corrosion of
and install girder web‐
bottom flange and web, 100% section loss on
strengthening plates along north
north girder web at ballast line, collision
girder (results in the replacement
damage from over height vehicles and
or strengthening of approximately
railroad incidents).
25 percent of the north girder).

Bridge Condition and Recommended Treatment
Bridge
Component

Condition

Recommended Treatment

Riveted Built‐
Up Through
Girders—
South Girder

Unsatisfactory/Poor (deterioration of
• Full in‐kind replacement of 11’3”
primary structural members, corrosion
section of south girder, replace angle
of bottom flange and web, 100%
stiffeners, and install strengthening
section loss on north girder web at
plates to bottom flange (results in
ballast line, collision damage from over
the replacement or strengthening of
height vehicles and railroad incidents).
approximately 40% of south girder).

Bridge Condition and Recommended Treatment
Bridge
Component

Condition

Recommended Treatment

Trough Floor
System

Unsatisfactory/Poor
(advanced deterioration from
corrosion)

• Replace existing trough stringer floor system
with rolled beams of similar width and steel
plate deck. Steel condition does not permit
repair.

Bridge Condition and Recommended Treatment
Bridge Component

Condition

Recommended Treatment

Rivets

Some rivet head
loss.

• Replace deteriorated rivets with tension‐control (TC)
button‐ head bolts. *TC bolts will also be used for in
new connections for steel strengthening/plating.
(Results in the replacement of 25‐50% of rivets)

Rehabilitation
Evaluation
Integrity and SOI Standards
• The addition of substantial amounts of steel plating with
new bolted connections would reduce the integrity of
the bridge’s character‐defining features.
• The required complete plating of all through girder webs
and the installation of additional plating in a number of
the cross girder webs would reduce the integrity of the
bridge’s character‐defining features because of the large
number of bolts that would be installed in the highly
visible web area, which currently contains only a small
number of rivets.
• The required complete replacement of the floor system
results in 80 to 85% new steel in the rehabilitated bridge.
• These required repairs do not conform with SOI
Standards.

A rehabilitated bridge would:

Results

• require additional structural steel repairs after
40‐50 years of service;
• require interruptions on the Pittsburgh Line to
allow for maintenance repairs due to the
inherent deficiencies of a rehabilitated bridge;
and
• require a lane width reduction of Merchant
Street.

Conclusion

While the proposed rehabilitation option
meets the project’s purpose and needs, it
cannot feasibly be done in conformance
with the SOI Standards for Rehabilitation.

DISCUSSION
Draft HBRA Report
Merchant Street Bridge

NEXT STEPS

Next Steps
Meeting

Topic

Date

Consulting Party Meeting 1
Follow‐Up

•
•
•
•

Consulting Party comments due on Identification of Historic Properties Report
Submit comments on Draft Merchant Street Bridge HBRA Report
Post Consulting Party Meeting 1 minutes
Submit Final Merchant Street Bridge HBRA Report for comment and concurrence

•
•
•
•

December 4
December 4
By or before Dec. 6
Est. December
2019/January 2020

Consulting Party Meeting 2

•
•
•
•

Follow up and response to questions and comments from November 20 meeting
Discussion of alternatives analysis
Discussion of any project effects to historic properties
Discussion of measures to minimize adverse effects to historic properties, if any

•

Est. Winter 2019‐
2020

Consulting Party Meeting 3

•
•
•

Presentation of preferred alternative
Discussion of measures to mitigate adverse effects to historic properties, if any
Preparation of a Memorandum of Understanding

•

Est. Spring 2020

Contacts

Consulting Parties may direct follow‐up
questions or comments by phone to
Rudy Husband at 412‐893‐7041 or by
email NSPghMerchant@gmail.com

